
MAXIMA 50BT PLUS
WALK-BEHIND POWER SCRUBBER

The top-of-the-range 
Maxima 50Bt Plus is a 
highly efficient, high 
powered walk-behind 
floor scrubber packed with 
features and the latest, 
cutting-edge technology.

This battery-powered cleaning solution is the ultimate walk behind 
scrubber, featuring innovative extras like water recycling, a wash gun 
and vacuum wand. 

This high-tech, high performance scrubbing machine puts operators 
in total control of the speed, brush pressure, water flow and vacuum 
levels through an easy to-use touch screen interface.  The Maxima 
50Bt Plus gives you extra in every department, using technology and 
innovation to deliver the future of floor scrubbing today.

MAXIMUM FEATURES, MAXIMUM RESULTS
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FEATURES 

 º Quiet operation at an industry low 58Db, minimises the impact of  
noise disruption and no need for operator hearing protection

 º Water flow system: ensures uniform clean results across the entire working width 
on the first pass optimising detergent solution consumption.

 º Intuitive touch screen instrument panel includes onboard video tutorials, 
ensuring simple and safe machine operation

 º Onboard water recycling: increases water capacity by 40% allowing the machine to  
work for longer periods and reducing water waste.

 º Powerful 3-stage vacuum motor leaves the floor immediately dry and safe after use

 º Eco Mode: helps prevent water, detergent and energy consumption by using the minimum quantity required

 º Variable speed traction drive for effortlessly consistent results

 º Includes convenient spray gun for fast and simple cleaning of the recovery tank as well as handy vacuum 
wand for those hard to reach areas

 º TCXR-SPE-V01
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SPECIFICATIONS MAXIMA 50BT PLUS

Cleaning Width 510mm scrub path

Solution/Recover Tank Capacity 60/65L

Scrub Head Motor 500W

Brush Speed 140RPM

Brush Pressure 40Kg

Power Supply 2x 12V deep cycle batteries

Battery Charger On-board battery charger

Weight 141kg

Machine Dimensions 1295 (L) x 530 (W) x 1095 (H)mm
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